Bible Summary
Daniel 10
Territorial Demons – What??
Daniel is a spiritual book full of visions, divine dreams, angels and demonic dark powers. In chapter 10
we get a glimpse behind the veil into a different realm. An angel is delayed three weeks because of a
battle with the power over Babylon. Only with help from another angel is this angel able to make it to
Daniel. This chapter gives us insight into that realm by teaching us what caused this battle, what was
this force over Babylon and the ripple effect of that realm on ours.
Scriptures– Daniel 10; Dueteronomy 32:7-18; Psalm 42:5, 106:35-39; Acts 19; Matthew 16:23, Acts
5:1-5; 2 Corinthians 2:11; Colossians 2:15; Romans 8:32-38; 2 Timothy 1:7
Bible Questions & Application
(These are meant to aid in facilitating conversation.
There is no obligation to run through every listed question.)
1. How did Sunday’s message challenge your thinking?
2. Do you feel like you fall into the fetish camp, the forget camp, or somewhere in between?
3. Share about a time in your life when your desire for Jesus was increasing but you sensed an
attack. What did you do to counteract the attack?
4. Whenever we encounter some form of oppression, we often try to make sense of why it is
happening (e.g. Am I doing something wrong, or am I doing something right?). How can we
discern the difference?
5. How can we be aware of the darkness but not fear it or be worried about it?
6. As believers, how should we respond when we sense that the enemy has power over our
communities?
7. Have you ever dabbled in things which exposed you to “spiritual hosts of wickedness in the
heavenly places”?
8. How can you take up the challenge to “burn the junk and believe in Jesus”?

